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The segment posted a 15.0% upturn in
consolidated revenues, to ¥1,030.3 billion,
while operating income rose 2.2 times, to
¥33.7 billion. The increase in operating
income was mainly due to favorable
production and sales in the housing
business. 

In fiscal 2005, the segment saw increases
of 7.1% in consolidated revenues, to
¥17,113.5 billion, due to growth in
production and vehicle sales. Operating
income declined 4.4%, to ¥1,452.5 billion,
as a result of the effect of currency exchange
rate fluctuations, a decrease in gains
recognized on transfer of substitutional
portion of the employee pension fund to
the government, and an increase in
research and development expenses and
other costs, which were partially offset by
the benefits of growth in production and
vehicle sales and cost reduction efforts.

Financial Services
Operations

Consolidated revenues grew 6.0% from
the previous fiscal year, to ¥781.2 billion,
due to a higher finance volume that
resulted from favorable vehicle sales.
Operating income rose 37.6%, to ¥200.8
billion. In addition to the factors stated
above, this gain was primarily due to
improved credit loss performance and
reduced residual losses on lease vehicles.
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Lineup Milestones

2004 June Launch of the Passo compact car

July Full remodeling of the Crown Majesta large-size sedan

Launch of the Porte new-concept vehicle

September Launch of the Isis midsize minivan 

November Launch of the Mark X midsize sedan

2005 February Full remodeling of the Vitz next-generation compact car

March Launches of the Harrier and the Kluger hybrid SUVs

AUTOMOTIVE OPERATIONS
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Excluding minivehicles
Including minivehicles

Against a backdrop of steady demand in the domestic automotive market,
Toyota is rebuilding its product strategy and sales channels to become even
more competitive.

MARKET CONDITIONS 

Domestic automotive market (excluding
minivehicles) holding steady around
4-million vehicle mark
In fiscal 2005, overall sales in Japan’s auto-

motive market of 5.82 million units were at

roughly the same level as in the previous fiscal

year. And, the market excluding minivehicles

saw shipments remain firmly in the region of 4

million units, with 3.94 million vehicles sold.

Although the size of Japan’s automotive market

is unlikely to change dramatically in the near

term, we are confident that there is significant

potential for market growth based on full-

fledged economic recovery and the deployment

of higher-value-added products that offer

outstanding environmental and safety perfor-

mance. Looking at Japan’s market structure, in

the past several years compact cars and highly

useful minivans with three rows of seats have

stimulated strong demand. 

PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW 

Toyota claims more than 40% of
non-minivehicle market for seventh
straight year
The Toyota Group, including Daihatsu Motor

Co., Ltd., and Hino Motors, Ltd., grew

domestic vehicle sales on a shipment basis for

the third year in a row. As a result, the Group

expanded its share of the domestic market

including minivehicles to 41.1% while staking

out its largest-ever share of the market

excluding minivehicles—44.5%.

On the back of the recent popularity of

compact cars and minivans, Toyota-brand

vehicles, such as the Wish, the Passo, and the

Alphard high-end minivan, have been selling
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well. And, we shipped more than 100,000 units

of the Crown, thanks to a full model change of

the luxury sedan in the previous year.

Moreover, the mainstay Corolla was Japan’s

best-selling car for the second successive year,

and the Prius hybrid vehicle continued to sell

briskly. In addition, unit sales of Daihatsu-

brand minivehicles and Hino-brand trucks

were up.

MARKET STRATEGY 

Stake out and retain 45% share of
non-minivehicle market
In domestic operations, Toyota’s medium-

term mission is to develop the competitive

muscle to capture and hold a 45% share of the

Japanese automotive market excluding mini-

vehicles. To that end, in February 2003 we

announced a revised product strategy and

began reforming sales channels to reflect

changing times. In May 2004, we consolidated

domestic, Toyota-brand sales channels from

five to four and defined the roles and targets of

the remaining channels more clearly. Of those

channels, the revitalized Netz channel—created

by combining the former Netz and Vista

channels—is steadily earning endorsement

among the growing numbers of customers with

distinctive values.

Further, August 2005 is slated for the

Japanese premiere of the Lexus, which we aim

to develop into a globally recognized prestige

brand. Plans call for the unveiling of the GS

and the SC in August, followed one month

later by the IS, with the fourth model, the LS,

launching in summer 2006. In the immediate

future, we are looking to market between

50,000 and 60,000 Lexus vehicles annually.

Netz—A New Incarnation

Our reinvented Netz channel targets customers that

value advanced, particular features. A love of fun

and fashion unites Netz outlets’ unique style, which

is reflected in every aspect

of operations from manu-

facturing through market-

ing. In the medium term,

the channel aims to sell

more than 600,000 vehicles

a year through 1,600

dealers nationwide.
Passo
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Channel and Brand Reconstruction

Sales Channel Matrix
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AUTOMOTIVE OPERATIONS

North America
For Toyota, there is still room for growth in the North American market. We will
grow operations by further advancing localization and by strengthening lineups. 

MARKET CONDITIONS 

Steady growth puts U.S. market on track
to clear 17 million vehicles
In calendar 2004, a resurgent U.S. automotive

market saw year-on-year growth for the first

time since 2000, with sales of 16.9 million

vehicles representing the market’s fourth-

highest watermark. Low interest rates, tax cuts,

and automakers’ stepped-up marketing of new

models drove up sales. In addition, Japanese

automakers’ market share is steadily growing.

And, a rising population will likely grow the

U.S. market beyond 17 million vehicles in the

near future. Meanwhile, in 2004 the Canadian

market shrank for the second straight year,

recording 1.53 million vehicle sales.

PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW

Toyota notches up record vehicle sales in
U.S. market for ninth consecutive year
In North America in fiscal 2005, Toyota sold an

all-time-high 2.27 million vehicles and built a

record 1.15 million vehicles on a consolidated

basis. Adding Toyota-brand vehicles contri-

buted by unconsolidated New United Motor

Manufacturing, Inc. (NUMMI), North

American production amounted to 1.47

million units.

In the United States, Toyota sold 2.06

million vehicles in calendar 2004, the ninth

successive year that it has broken the previous

year’s record, and grew market share to 12.2%.

Moreover, Toyota-brand vehicles ranked first

in passenger car sales for the second year in a

row, with the Camry retaining the title of top-

selling passenger car for a third year. Further,

the Lexus lengthened to five years its reign as

America’s most popular high-end car. Sales of

Scion-marque vehicles were also strong. A

network of more than 700 dealers across the

United States sold approximately 98,000 cars in

calendar 2004 under the Scion marque

following its nationwide launch in July 2004. In

Canada, Toyota’s unit sales reached a new high

for the third straight year in calendar 2004, and

market share expanded to 11.1%. Meanwhile,

in the 2005 Initial Quality StudySM conducted

by J.D. Power and Associates the Lexus

extended its long reign as the best brand, while

Toyota vehicles commanded the top position

in 10 of 18 segments.

Note: Different from fiscal year figures
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In production, the plant in Mexico started

up, while the plant in Alabama bolstered its

engine production capacity.

MARKET STRATEGY

Pioneer new markets to widen
customer base
Aiming to make the most of ongoing growth in

the promising North American market, we will

expand operations by fortifying local produc-

tion capacity and product lineups. The Texas

plant, coming on stream in 2006, and the

second assembly plant in Canada, scheduled to

start-up in 2008, will increase local production

capacity to 1.81 million vehicles. Toyota also

wants to strengthen local product development

capabilities. Therefore, we have scheduled

spring 2006 to break ground for new facilities

that will enlarge the Michigan research and

development center.

Toyota’s growth strategy in North America is

to carve out three new markets: the hybrid

vehicle market, the full-size pickup truck

market, and the youth market. Steadily adding

to its stable of hybrids, Toyota introduced an

SUV hybrid, the Lexus RX, in April 2005. Also,

in the second half of 2006 local production of a

hybrid Camry is scheduled to begin at the

Kentucky plant. In 2006, the Tundra full-size

pickup truck will start rolling off the line at the

new Texas plant, supplementing current produc-

tion in Indiana. Premiered nationally during

fiscal 2005 to target Generation Y, the Scion

project is successfully broadening Toyota’s

appeal, with first-time customers accounting

for roughly 80% of Scion-marque sales. 

Expand Local Production Capacity
to 1.81* Million by 2008

Annual Vehicle Production Capacity in North America

(Thousands of units)

1. Canada (TMMC) 250

2. Kentucky (TMMK) 500

3. Indiana (TMMI) 300

4. California (NUMMI)** 400

5. Mexico (TMMBC) 30

(started up December 2004)

6. Texas (TMMTX) 200

(scheduled for 2006 start-up)

7. Canada No. 2 plant (TMMC) 100

(scheduled for 2008 start-up)

* The Company plans to fill the 30,000-vehicle gap
relative to total plant production capacity by enhanc-
ing efficiency and personnel at existing plants.

** The California plant is a Toyota-General Motors
joint venture company that is accounted for using the
equity method. Production capacity figures include
vehicles for General Motors. 

Note: Please see the Overseas Manufacturing
Companies section on page 124 for full plant names.

Key Focuses: Hybrids,
Full-Size Pickup Trucks, and Scion

Growth Strategy in North America

Enhance lineup of
hybrid vehicles

Strengthen
measures targeting

young people:
Develop Scion

throughout the U.S.

Make full-scale
entry into
full-sized

truck market

2006:
begin production

at Texas plant

Scion Project Begins in Earnest

We initiated the Scion project to attract

Generation Y customers. In July 2004,

building on the buzz created by the

earlier launches of the xA and the xB in

California, we added the tC and began

full-scale marketing of Scion-marque vehicles through more than 700

dealers across the United States. The models are proving highly popular

thanks to Internet-based marketing techniques and to a system that

enables customers to order cars according to their own specifications by

freely combining 40 or more different parts and accessories.

Pickup Truck Production Started in Mexico

Our plant in Mexico, TMMBC, began building truck beds for the

Tacoma in September 2004 and quickly progressed to the production of

finished vehicles in December. Capable of rolling out 30,000 vehicles

and 180,000 truck beds a year, the plant

ships truck beds to the Tacoma line at

the Toyota-General Motors joint-

venture plant in California. 
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AUTOMOTIVE OPERATIONS

Europe
In Europe’s fiercely competitive market, Toyota aims to increase its visibility and
market share by leveraging unique environmental technology.

MARKET CONDITIONS

Heavy demand among major countries
grows Europe’s market year on year to
17.6 million vehicles
In calendar 2004, sales in the European market,

comprising European Union member states,

Switzerland, and Norway, expanded from the

previous year to 17.6 million vehicles. Among

mainstay nations, markets in Germany, France,

Italy, and Spain were upbeat. Moreover, Spain’s

healthy economy turned in record vehicle sales

for the third consecutive year.

PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW

Seven consecutive years of vehicle sales
growth elevates Toyota’s market presence
Reporting its highest-ever consolidated vehicle

sales of approximately 979,000 units in fiscal

2005, Toyota extended its record-breaking run

in Europe to seven years and claimed almost

5% of the market. Also, our passenger and

commercial vehicles boasted leading shares of

markets in Finland, Norway, and Greece.

Meanwhile, consolidated production jumped

to approximately 596,000 vehicles due to a

range of measures to increase local capacity.

Among Toyota-brand vehicles, the Yaris

further reinforced its position as our flagship

mass production model by besting its previous

sales record for the sixth consecutive year to pass

220,000 units. Sales of the new Avensis were

also strong, clearing approximately 130,000

vehicles. As a result, Toyota’s ranking in Europe’s

passenger car market moved up from ninth to

eighth place. In another positive development,

the Prius, one of our hybrid vehicles, was

chosen as the 2005 European Car of the Year.

In production, our plant established jointly

with PSA Peugeot Citroën in the Czech

Republic began building small passenger cars

Increased Local Production Capacity
to 775,000 in 2005

Annual Vehicle Production Capacity in Europe
(Thousands of units)

2003 2005

1. United Kingdom (TMUK) 220 / 285

2. France (TMMF) 180 / 240

3. Turkey (TMMT) 100 / 150

4. Czech Republic (TPCA) — / 100 *

* Toyota-brand vehicles
Note: Please see the Overseas Manufacturing

Companies section on page 125 for full plant names.
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in February 2005. Following the augmentation

of production at plants in the United

Kingdom, France, and Turkey, we plan to

increase local capacity to 775,000 vehicles a

year in 2005. Further, in March 2005 a plant

built in collaboration with Toyota Industries

Corporation in Poland began shipping out

diesel engines—bringing the combined annual

diesel engine production capacity of the three

plants in the United Kingdom, France, and

Poland to 260,000 units. And, plans call for the

construction of a plant in Saint Petersburg,

Russia, that will have an annual production

capacity of 50,000 vehicles, with production

starting at 20,000 units beginning in late 2007. 

MARKET STRATEGY

Reach 1.2 million unit sales by enhancing
diesel and other lineups
For the European market, Toyota has set a

medium-term sales target of 1.2 million vehicles.

A key strategy for reaching that target is to

expand diesel-vehicle offerings. With roughly

half of its vehicles running on diesel engines,

Europe has one of the world’s highest con-

centrations of diesel vehicles. Therefore, we

aim to grow sales in that market by channeling

more resources into diesels. In 2004, diesels

accounted for 37% of Toyota’s vehicle sales in

Europe, a ratio that we intend to raise even

further. To that end, Toyota is phasing in addi-

tional local diesel engine production capacity.

In technology, Toyota has developed a next-

generation, clean diesel system, the DPNR

(Diesel Particulate NOx Reduction) system,

which is available in the Avensis, the Com-

pany’s mainstay model in Europe. Further, we

unveiled a new, more powerful 2.2 liter diesel

engine (D-4D Clean Power) at the September

2004 Paris Motor Show. And, that engine is

already under the hood of the Avensis. Looking

ahead, Toyota intends to become the

undisputed leader in clean diesel vehicles by

marketing more models equipped with DPNR

systems that combine advanced environmental

and driving performance.

Czech Production Starts Up

February 2005 saw

Toyota Peugeot Citroën

Automobile Czech

(TPCA), a joint venture

company established

with PSA Peugeot

Citroën, launch the

production of three small passenger car models for the

European market. Of TPCA’s 300,000-unit annual capacity,

Toyota’s Aygo will account for 100,000 vehicles, with the

remaining output earmarked for the Peugeot 107 and the

Citroën C1. All of those models are new four-seaters

featuring clean body lines and the latest safety and environ-

mental technologies.

Our Latest Clean Diesel Engine Powers the IS

Toyota caused a stir at the March 2005 Geneva International

Motor Show by unveiling a new Lexus IS powered by the

brand-new 2.2 liter D-4D Clean Power diesel engine. This

remarkable engine not only emits the least particulate

matter, such as soot, and nitrous oxide of any commercial

diesel engine, it packs a far bigger punch than engines in the

same category, generating 180 horsepower. We plan to sell the

new-model Lexus IS

in Japan, the U.S.,

Europe, and other mar-

kets worldwide from

the second half of 2005.

Diesel Vehicles Surge to 37% of Sales

Note: Different from fiscal year figures
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Other Regions
Toyota is extending its network of companies in many different countries and
regions, including Asia, Oceania, Central and South America, the Middle East,
and Africa. 

MARKET CONDITIONS AND PERFORMANCE
OVERVIEW

Sales growth realized in diverse regions
worldwide
In Other Regions in fiscal 2005, Toyota sold a

record 1.77 million vehicles and built approxi-

mately 945,000 vehicles on a consolidated basis.

Asia: In calendar 2004, the region’s market

developed favorably, buoyed by vigorous auto-

motive markets in Thailand and Indonesia.

Although the pace of growth slackened,

China’s market reached sales of 5 million

vehicles for the first time. And, with growth

potential second only to China, India’s market

is developing steadily.

Overall, the initiation of the IMV (Innova-

tive International Multipurpose Vehicle)

project in ASEAN countries and growth in

China boosted sales in the region.

Central and South America: In calendar 2004,

the markets of Argentina and Venezuela

expanded markedly while Brazil’s market held

firm. Toyota achieved its highest-ever sales in

Brazil, Argentina, and Chile.

Oceania: Buoyed by brisk sales of small cars

and SUVs, the Australian market saw 955,000

vehicle sales in calendar 2004. In that environ-

ment, the Company continued to command

the largest share of Oceania’s market.

Other: In the Gulf countries, we approached

our best-ever sales on the back of vibrant local

economies. Reflecting a robust local economy,

South Africa’s market has grown to 450,000

vehicles, which is the largest market in Africa.

In South Africa, Toyota set a new sales record and

accounts for approximately 25% of the market.

Operations in China: Recent Landmarks

2004 September Toyota and Guangzhou Automobile Group establish a joint production and
sales company in Guangzhou

Toyota and China FAW Group Corporation announce joint production of
hybrid vehicles

November Establishment of after-sales service technology and personnel training centers
in Shanghai and Guangzhou 

December Toyota FAW (Tianjin) Dies Co., Ltd., begins production of large stamping dies 
FAW Toyota Changchun Engine Co., Ltd., begins production of engines

2005 January Guangqi Toyota Engine Co., Ltd., begins production of engine parts
March Tianjin FAW Toyota Motor Co., Ltd., begins production of the Crown
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Consolidated Vehicle Sales
and Production in Other Regions
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      1,777

+38.9%
       945

 

Breakdown of Vehicle Sales in Other Regions
(Thousands of units) ( % change)

East and Southeast Asia 834 (+49.5)
Central and South America 185 (+27.0)
Oceania 239 (+1.5)
Other 519 (+8.9)

Total 1,777 (+25.5)
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MARKET STRATEGY

Drive growth by deploying management
resources to markets in China and ASEAN
China and ASEAN countries promise medium-

to-long-term economic growth. Therefore, we

are allocating management resources to those

markets, which we view as of equal importance

to Japan, North America, and Europe. In

ASEAN countries, Toyota is strengthening the

region’s role as a strategic export base for pickup

trucks and multipurpose vehicles. Centered on

Thailand, that initiative is called IMV

(Innovative International Multipurpose Vehicle).

In China, we aim to rapidly expand our oper-

ational foundations through strategic partner-

ships with major local automakers, including

China FAW Group Corporation and Guangzhou

Automobile Group Co., Ltd. By 2010, Toyota

hopes to secure a 10% share of China’s market

by moving forward with localization and by

building the organizational infrastructure to

support a full lineup of models. Through our

alliance with China FAW Group Corporation,

we have already begun the production of five

models in China, ranging from compact cars to

luxury sedans and SUVs. Also, we plan to start

up the production of the Prius hybrid vehicle

and a new passenger model, the Reiz, by the

end of 2005. And, from the middle of 2006 a

joint venture company established with

Guangzhou Automobile Group is scheduled to

begin manufacturing the Camry midsize sedan,

lifting annual production capacity in China to

335,000 vehicles. 

Joining Forces with Guangzhou
Automobile Group

In September 2004, Toyota and

Guangzhou Automobile Group Co.,

Ltd., jointly established the produc-

tion and sales company Guangzhou

Toyota Motor Co., Ltd. The new

company is slated to commence

annual production of 100,000 Camry models from mid-2006. Further, a joint

manufacturing company that we created with Guangzhou Automobile Group in

February 2004 for Camry engines began partial production from January 2005.

Expansion of Production Capacity in China to 335,000 Units in 2006

Start of Production Tianjin plant Changchun plant Sichuan plant Guangzhou plant

2000 December Coaster

2002 October Vios

2003 September Land Cruiser Prado

October Land Cruiser

2004 February Corolla

2005 March Crown

Scheduled Reiz Prius

2006 Scheduled Camry

Dealer in Thailand

Corolla
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FINANCIAL SERVICES OPERATIONS

By offering customers sound, high-quality financial services centered on auto
sales financing, Toyota is facilitating the expansion of its automotive operations.

PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW

Operating income tops ¥200 billion 
Consistent with the previous fiscal year, the
performance of financial services operations
continued to improve, with operating income
reaching ¥200 billion. This performance was
due to increased financing volume associated
with higher vehicle sales and enhanced finan-
cial products and quality services as well as
improvement of credit and residual losses on
lease vehicles.

Covering 30 countries and regions, including
Japan, financial services operations center on
Toyota Financial Services Corporation (TFS),
which has overall control of financial services
subsidiaries in Japan and overseas. TFS has con-
structed a global network that covers approxi-
mately 90% of the markets in which Toyota
sells its vehicles. Mainly concentrated on auto
loans and leases, TFS provides auto sales financ-
ing to approximately 5.4 million customers.
Moreover, TFS has outstanding creditwor-
thiness, having received the highest credit rat-
ings of U.S. rating agencies Standard & Poor’s
and Moody’s—AAA and Aaa, respectively. 

BUSINESS STRATEGY

Remain focused on auto sales financing
while offering customers comprehensive
support for their lifestyles
While strengthening core auto sales financing
operations, the TFS Group is focusing on offer-
ing a more comprehensive financial services
lineup that can cater to customers’ diverse needs.
Particularly in Japan, TFS offers wide-ranging
financial services that include auto sales financ-
ing, credit cards, retail sales of corporate bonds
and investment trusts, and insurance. 

For example, in April 2001 Toyota Finance
Corporation launched a credit card named TS
CUBIC CARD, with the objective of creating a
more accessible and convenient credit card by
undertaking a comprehensive revamping of
services. Those initiatives included strength-
ening the card’s point system in September
2004. TS CUBIC CARD had 4.74 million card-
holders at fiscal year-end. Of those cardholders,
joint ETC (electronic toll collection) card
membership was nearly 1 million, the highest
share in the ETC card industry.

Also, Toyota Financial Services Securities
Corporation is endeavoring to enhance cus-
tomer services by selling such financial products
as Toyota Group bonds and the Toyota Group
Equity Fund (TGEF) for individuals and by
opening six outlets in shopping malls and other
locations.

Financial Services Operations Group
and Ownership Ratios

Toyota Finance
Corporation

Toyota Financial Services
Securities Corporation

Toyota Asset
Management Co., Ltd.

Toyota Financial
Services Corporation

Toyota Motor
Corporation

33.4%

100% 100%

100%

100%50% 50%

Toyota Accounting
Service Co.

Overseas Sales
Finance Companies

Aioi Insurance
Co., Ltd.

Financial Services Operations Integrated under Toyota Group Management

Coverage of Approximately 90%
of Toyota and Lexus Markets
Overview of Toyota’s Financial Services
Operations FY 2005

Total financial services
segment assets . . . . . . . . ¥9,487.2 billion

Revenues from financial
services operations . . . . ¥781.2 billion

Operating income. . . . . . ¥200.8 billion
Credit ratings . . . . . . . . . . . . AAA /Aaa 
Operating areas . . . . . . . . 30 countries and

regions worldwide
Market coverage . . . . . . . approx. 90%
No. of customers . . . . . . . approx. 10 million
No. of employees . . . . . . . approx. 8,000
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OTHER BUSINESS OPERATIONS

Toyota is drawing on technology and intellectual assets cultivated in its automotive operations to ener-
getically develop products and services that will enrich society and people’s lives in the 21st century.

Information Technology and Telecommunications Business

In preparation for the full-scale advent of a ubiquitous
society, we must integrate vehicles and communication—
particularly mobile communication—to upgrade the conve-
nience and comfort of cars. With that in mind, Toyota has
teamed up with the general telecommunications services
provider KDDI Corporation, which offers products ranging
from cell phone services to domestic and international
telecommunications services. Together, we are tackling
farsighted initiatives that will generate breakthrough tele-
communication products and services.

Intelligent Transport Systems Business

With the goals of enhancing the functionality of cars and
advancing transportation systems, Toyota is creating pro-
ducts and systems for the realization of Intelligent Transport
Systems (ITSs). At the October 2004 11th World Congress
on Intelligent Transport Systems held in Nagoya, Japan,
Toyota’s leading-edge ITS technology was heavily featured.
Still under development, Toyota’s new Intelligent Multi-
mode Transit System is being used for transportation within
one of the sites of the 2005 World Exposition, Aichi, Japan,
which began in March.

GAZOO Business

GAZOO is a general information network service in Japan
provided by Toyota. Through the GAZOO web site, we
offer a wide range of services, including information on new
cars, used cars, and related services. At fiscal year-end,
GAZOO’s membership was 6.1 million. 

Furthermore, to enhance our vehicle information services
we have been developing our own telematics service, G-
BOOK, which we have been working to popularize since
2003. And in April 2005, we announced the next-generation
telematics service, G-BOOK ALPHA, an upgrade of the
previous G-BOOK. In March 2004, we implemented a new
network system in Thailand, e-CRB (Customer Relationship
Building), that connects customers and dealers. We are
currently working to steadily expand this service.

Housing Business

The Company’s housing operations performed favorably in
fiscal 2005, posting an 11.2% year-on-year increase in sales
of homes, to 5,283 units. Additionally, Toyota announced a
capital tie-up with Misawa Homes Holdings, Inc., in March
2005. Toyota and Misawa Homes Holdings will bolster their
respective housing businesses by
making use of synergies among
housing development, production,
and sales and other operations and
by drawing on the complemen-
tarities of their sales areas and
product lineups to address wide-
ranging customer needs.

Marine Business

By making full use of the engines and other advanced
technologies it has developed in automotive manufacturing,
Toyota produces and markets motorboats and marine
engines. In fiscal 2005, the Company sold 65 motorboats.

Biotechnology and Afforestation Business

To simultaneously realize the goals of environmental
preservation and economic growth, Toyota actively pursues
biotechnology and afforestation. We are currently success-
fully conducting tree planting in Australia, sweet potato
processing in Indonesia, peat excavation in China, and
floriculture and rooftop greening in
Japan. In addition, with a view to
the mass production of plant-
derived bioplastics, Toyota con-
structed a pilot factory within its
Hirose plant in October 2004 and
began the annual production of
1,000 tons of bioplastics in May
2005.

Sincé Cada

Sweet potato processing plant in Indonesia




